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I
was chatting with a friend the other day, someone I've only recently
met. Inevitably the subject of tattoos came up. She is tattoo-free and
was curious to know whether ink really is addictive, as everybody

seems to say it is. I gave my stock answer. “The first one is the big one,
then after that you wonder why you ever thought it was such a big deal
– at least that's the way it was for me, and it's how quite a few other
folks have described it.”

The next day I started to think about that stock answer and what it
really meant. Just what is that feeling you get from your first tattoo? Of
course a new tattoo is in itself a kind of physical reward, but there is
also the psychological reward you get for taking 100% responsibility for
something in your life. For a lot of people, it may be the first time they
have really done that. And in that decision comes a feeling of freedom.

We like to think that we live in a free country (and if you take a quick
look around at all the repressed societies of the world you've got to
admit we have it pretty damn good), but we do have to operate within
certain parameters in order to function successfully within it. So how
much personal freedom do we really have?

Maybe one way we can measure this is by the choices we are able to
make. Of course many of those choices are financially driven, whether
it's having enough money for a pint or choosing a holiday destination.
But these are not usually choices with great personal consequences.
Opportunities to make truly momentous decisions – decisions such as
getting one's first tattoo – occur only a few times during a person's
lifetime.

I am happy to concede that the very personal process of tattoo
decision-making has probably lost some of its mystique now that so
much of it seems to happen so publicly in the media. But I’m equally
aware that those reality TV shows are no more real than any of the
other TV fungus that dulls our brains. I believe that the moment of
choosing a tattoo is still magical, still powerful, and that maybe the
tattoo is, in itself, just a reminder of that special moment. A reminder
for the wearer that some choices really do represent personal
freedom and responsibility. Then again, perhaps I just think about
tattoos too much!

James
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk
www.totaltattoo.co.uk
www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

EDITORIAL

“A wise man makes his own
decisions; an ignorant man
follows the public opinion.”

– Grantland Rice
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NEWS & REVIEWS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and
delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in
here. Send us your news items, books or products
for review and items of general curiosity and
intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.

News, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk NR7 0AU

fi LIVERPOOL TATTOO CONVENTION - TICKET GIVEAWAY

€ BREAKFAST WITH STINA

fi NEWS FROM TANUKI TATTOO

This is the 8th Liverpool Tattoo Convention and that's no mean feat. Its takes a lot of

hard work to keep the volume at 11, and the Design 4 Life crew are a dedicated team!

As usual there will be stacks of entertainment plus a worldclass field of artists, all

ensconced in the unsurpassed kitsch surroundings of the Adelphi Hotel. It’s a hoot, and

Liverpool rocks – so why would you not want to go? Maybe you don’t have a ticket

yet? Not a problem! We have 5 weekend passes to give away. If you want to be in with

a chance of getting your hands on one of them, just email your details to us at

comps@totaltattoo.co.uk with the subject line IN THE POOL. Entries must be

received by 6th April, and the first names out of the hat will win. Terms and conditions

apply (see p5). Keep an eye on www.liverpooltattooconvention.com for all

the latest information about the convention.

'Hybris' is a collaboration between Diket Design and Stina Nyman, owner of Sweden's famous

Eyescream Tattoo. Anyone who has been lucky enough to be tattooed by Stina knows she's an

artist with heart and integrity, and this collection means even more people can share the love.

The Hybris collection comprises two mugs and two breakfast bowls, in porcelain, featuring Stina's

artwork and created in a small factory in Sweden. There are more details at

www.diket.tictail.com

It's a big welcome back for Chloe, returning from America to work alongside full-time artist and

studio owner Pete Oz with Gary, Danny and Ben. The studio is going from strength to strength

and offers all styles of tattooing from small walk-ins to full-scale bodysuits. You can find Tanuki at

149 Long Lane, Bexleyheath, DA7 5AE (Tel: 0208 304 7777)

www.tanukitattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/pages/Tanuki-Tattoo/116563911748132
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fi 50 YEARS ON EARTH, 35 YEARS 
IN TATTOOING, 25 YEARS IN BUSINESS

fi BOOK REVIEW

Turn your
InsTAgrAm pIx In To
TemporAry TATToos!
Picattoo (see what they did there?) is

perhaps not the single most revolutionary

thing to hit the world of ink in the last

decade, but it's fun. Picattoos come in a

pack of 12 and allow you to turn you

favourite Instagram moments into little

sticky tats for only about a pound each. Go

to www.picattoo.com  

ARTIST VACANCY AT
TERRY'S IN GLASGOW
Terry's Tattoo Studio in Glasgow is looking

for a full-time artist. It's a small, family run,

city centre studio, operating on an

appointments basis, with a busy walk-in

trade too. You need a minimum 4 years

professional studio experience with a good

portfolio to back this up. The right person

will be fluent in all styles of tattooing from

simple flash to custom sleeves, portraits,

etc. Someone who also has piercing

experience would be a bonus. 

Phone 0141 552 5740 or email

hello@terrystattoostudio.com 

DRAWINGS FROM THE GULAG
By Danzig Baldaev

Hardback, 240 pages, £25.00

Available from Fuel-Design.com

Danzig Baldaev was born in 1925 in Ulan-Ude, Buryatiya,

Russia. The son of an 'enemy of the people', he was sent

to an orphanage for the children of political prisoners.

After serving in the army in World War II, he worked as a

warder in Kresty, an infamous Leningrad prison, where he

started drawing criminals' tattoos. Then between 1948

and 2000 he recorded tattoos in prisons and similar

institutions right across the former USSR. His first book

was The Russian Criminal Tattoo Encyclopedia (2004) and

two more volumes were to follow, also available from

Fuel. Drawings from the Gulag is a collection of his

depictions of the horrors he witnessed during his time

working in the prison system. Hard-hitting in every way,

this book is not for the faint hearted but it is a vital

record of this dark period of history.

Northside's very own Allan “Low”

Lowther and an ensemble of friends

are to walk the full length of Hadrian’s

wall (83 miles!) over seven days in

April, to celebrate Low's fiftieth

birthday and raise cash for a lovely

little boy called Ivan Varela Gradwell.

Low tells us, “Varela has kidney disease

and an auto-immune condition but,

despite this, remains a happy and

positive soul and approaches life with

a cheeky grin. He is a true inspiration

to all at Northside Tattooz and we

would love to treat him to the holiday

of a lifetime. Everyone who donates

£10 or more will be entered into our

prize draw, and could win 5 hours of

tattooing with any of the artists at

Northside Tattooz”. To donate, please

go to

northsidetattooz.co.uk/fundraiser

and click the DONATE button.

CANADIAN STUDENT
DEVELOPS TATTOO
REMOVAL CREAM!
After getting his first tattoo, PhD student Alec

Falkenham wanted to find out more about

exactly how the ink sits in the skin. And that

intersting research led him to develop what he

claims is a topical cream that allows a drug to

penetrate the skin over time, killing the cells

that hold the tattoo pigment, whilst leaving the

surrounding cells untouched. Apply it daily for

a couple of months and you could kiss your

unwanted ink goodbye, he says. The cream is

currently in the research stage, with no

recorded adverse side effects as yet, and Alec

hopes to make it commercially available in the

not-too-distant future. We'll keep you posted.
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A DIFFERENT KIND OF DOCUMENTRY

Type TATTOO into YouTube and you get bombarded with videos, short films and clips about

artists, studios or first-time tattoo experiences. Whilst most of them obviously mean a great deal

to the people who made them, they're usually over-stylised and a bit boring at best, and certainly

not five-start review material. So it makes a real change to see a well-made film with some

genuinely good content. 'TATTOOS: Perceptions & Perspectives' is a final year project by

Brighton-based student film maker Maximillian Jacobson-Gonzalez. The really interesting part is

that Max has no tattoos. In fact, before the project started, he had absolutely no connections

within the industry. We were curious to say the least, so we arranged to have a chat. It was

incredibly interesting to hear what he had to say about his project.

fi ‘TATTOOS: PERCEPTIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

“For my final year dissertation I wanted a

subject that was visually stimulating as well as

thought-provoking. I found what I was looking

for while I was on holiday in Australia. I was

sitting on a sweltering hot Sydney beach

surrounded by tattooed bodies. Everywhere I

looked, people of all ages, shapes and sizes

were sporting often-expansive tattoos on

their arms, backs, leg

... Now of course I'd watched programmes like

LA Ink like everyone else, and I'd seen pictures

of Beckham and other tattooed celebrities

newspapers and magazines, but seeing it all

here – in the flesh – it really felt as if my eyes

had been opened. I began wondering, is this

The Inked Age?”

“Perhaps I was curious to find out more about

the motivations and influences behind this

physical embodiment of artistic self-

expression, or examine current attitudes and

opinions. Maybe I wanted to face the challenge

of embarking on my own particular journey

into the unknown. Whatever it was, I decided

my final year project would be about

documenting contemporary perceptions of

tattoos.”

“Uninitiated into the world of tattoos, I had

never set foot in a tattoo studio. In fact prior

to embarking on this project, I had rarely even

spoken to anyone about tattoos and tattooing.

My initial steps, therefore, were not

particularly easy. For me, they were akin to

Neil Armstrong's first steps on the moon – or

very nearly! Calling into my first few Brighton

tattoo studios to ask if they would agree to be

filmed, I was swiftly sent on my way.

Sometimes it was a non-committal 'write to

us via Facebook'; other times it was a definite

'Are you heavily tattooed? No? Then we

wouldn’t talk to you'. But luckily these initial

responses were not representative, and things

got better. Even the receptionist who at first

turned me away with a definite 'No' gave me

the research tips that led to me getting in

touch with world-renowned and highly-

respected tattoo artist Filip Leu, whose

participation in the documentary was

invaluable.”

“When I called Filip in Switzerland, I found him

to be incredibly approachable. He agreed to

be interviewed, and for me to come and film

him at work in his studio. Bolstered by this, I

approached the project with renewed vigour

and confidence. To continue the metaphor, I

was soon jumping around the lunar surface, as

the professional tattoo community opened up

to me, giving me unfettered access to tattoo

studios and tattoo conventions. My grateful

thanks in particular go to The Ink Shop in

Brighton (my first shoot), repeated visits to

the Leu’s in Switzerland (welcoming me with

open arms), and the London, Milton Keynes

and Portsmouth tattoo conventions (where I

gathered lots of great footage and interviews).

I met some brilliant people along the way,

including Hollywood actor Robert Lasardo;

Total Tattoo's Perry Rule, who gave some

great interview answers and put me in touch

with the fascinating academic historian Dr

Matt Lodder and tattoo doyen Paul Sayce

(thanks very much Perry!); tattoo exhibition

curators Anne and Julien in Paris; and of

course Filip Leu, Loretta Leu and other

members of the Leu family. There's simply not

enough space to mention everyone here.”

“I feel very privileged that peopled openly

shared their stories, their tattoos and their

private thoughts with me, letting me film them

tattooing or being tattooed. In a way, I think

my previous minimal exposure to tattoos put

me in a good position to be objective on the

subject. I have travelled to over ninety three

countries in the course of my work as a film

maker, and I have met all kinds of people in all

sorts of places. While I was editing the

documentary, I felt a connection with each and

every one of them, and a sense of

responsibility to try and present the people,

tattoos and tattooing in a way that resisted

voyeurism but kept a sense of fun as well as

reflection. Right at the beginning of the film Dr

Matt Lodder says that that the thing about

tattooing is that you either get it or you don’t.

Well now I do!”

Maximillian Jacobson-Gonzalez

Director and Editor of  'TATTOOS:

Perceptions & Perspectives'

www.youtube.com/watch?v=6LYPHg

7W8FA
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LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide range of tattoo snippets for you to

enjoy.  If you know of a good Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

Tattoo Timelapse: Jose Perez Jr

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0dnhoFoWWY

Interview with Filip Leu 2014

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GY7X9HFP9m4

Comedy Inc - The Late Shift

https://www.youtube.com/watch?x-yt-cl=85114404&x-yt-

ts=1422579428&v=mqayebyNmAc

Hori Smoku - The Life of Norman K. Collins

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8gjCcRn2HpY

This month we've been observing social

media poke its nose into tattooing in a

rather negative way. Scottish studio

Forevermore, for instance, felt the pressure

when a campaign was launched to remove

jewellery from its shelves... because the

designs featured the traditional Swastika,

an ancient symbol of peace. One angry

customer even branded studio staff

“Nazis”!

And we've been seeing reports in

pharmaceutical industry journals that a

new tattoo-based sensor could soon

eliminate invasive monitoring for diabetics,

which would be awesome. Ironically, of

course, as in the traditional method of

blood sampling, a needle will still be

involved...

Many of use have paid out a good few quid

on tattoos, but Australian-born artist Illma

Gore (now based in LA) has come up with

a cracking wheeze to get hers paid for by

everybody else. For just $12 you can buy a

section of Ms Gore's skin and have your

own name tattooed within it. As the artist

herself says, “There is something absurd

and beautiful about having absolute

strangers' names draped over my pale goth

skin... even if half of them are Penis Butt. I

am my own ultimate canvas”.

HAVE WE GOT NEWS
FOR YOU fi

By Paul Michael Campbell

Published by CreateSpace

Independent Publishing Platform 

Paperback, 246 pages, £6.99

Just published, The Devil's Tea Party is writer

Paul Michael Campbell’s first novel. Set in New

fi BOOK REVIEW
THE DEVIL’S TEA PARTY

York, it follows talented young homicide

detective Jake Cannon as he's forced to face

his own demons while hunting for serial killers

The Hangman and The Lady Killer, who

express their Satanic loyalty through tattoos,

and who are slowly bringing the Big Apple to

its knees. In next month's Total Tattoo we talk

with Paul (who is heavily tattooed himself)

about his love of horror and psychological

thrillers, and the inspirations behind The Devils

Tea Party.

Have YOU got an Armed Forces tattoo?

‘Mark of Honour’ is a project to publish a quality art book celebrating the long standing

association between tattoos and the military. All profits will be donated to SSAFA, the charity

that provides lifelong support for our Armed Forces and their families. This book will be a

definitive celebration of Forces tattoos and the unique personal stories they tell - often moving,

inspiring or funny, and reflecting all aspects of service life. Contributions from serving and

veteran service personnel will highlight the finest in modern tattooing whilst at the same time

remembering traditional designs and themes. All three services will be represented. ‘Mark of

Honour’ is keen to hear from anyone, serving or retired, who has any kind of tattoo, from a

simple letter indicating blood type to a full backpiece. Tattoos with interesting stories, or

obtained in a foreign location, are especially welcome. Contact

MarkOfHonourArmy@gmail.com or MarkOfHonourNavy@gmail.com

or MarkOfHonourRAF@gmail.com or www.facebook.com/MarkOfHonour
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Really bold blackwork and outstanding tribal tattoos are a
rare thing in Japan, but Taku Oshima of Apocaript Tattoo
is a specialist, taking this highly developed genre to new

aesthetic heights. With an academic background as an
anthropologist, and many years spent studying the world's
traditional tattoo cultures at first hand, he brings an
extraordinary depth of knowledge to his striking design fusions.
He's a relaxed kind of guy with a great sense of humour, and he's
absolutely passionate about his work. 

Text and Interview: Travellin' Mick • Photos: Taku Oshima and Travellin' Mick

Travellin' Mick: Your working life certainly
hasn't followed a typical Japanese pattern! You
didn't go straight into a career after
university... you've travelled around a lot... and
you're a tattooist, but you don't work in the
kind of style we usually associate with Japanese
artists... 
Hmm. Maybe I'm French! Actually I like French
guys. We can understand each other, because my
English is shit and so is theirs! I can never
understand anything when American or British
people speak English. And my lifestyle certainly
isn't Japanese. I live hippie style. I'm vegetarian, I
only eat organic food... [laughs] But seriously, this
all comes from my travelling. Initially, after
university, I wanted to travel around the whole
world, but I got stuck in India for a bit. Actually
for seven years. It was big fun for me there... 

It sounds like it. What were you doing?
I went to India to see a different kind of reality. I
lived in Goa, took too many drugs of course, and I
started tattooing there. A former apprentice of
Felix Leu showed me how to order a machine from
the US, and that's how it began. Tattooists came to
Goa, and I learned from them. 
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Where did your interest in tribal tattooing come from? Your anthropological
studies?  
When I started tattooing in the 90s, tribal was the big thing. But blackwork and
tribal have to be kept separate actually. Not all blackwork is tribal. I like to do
large scale tribal work, but finding customers for this is difficult in Japan. I always
have to promote my own ideas to clients. And then, of course, at first they refuse...
Too much black! [laughs]

Well it's not a decision to be taken lightly. And you can't really combine your
style with any other kind of tattoo. 
Actually, some of my customers do. But I am always looking for blank skin. If I
am allowed to do what I really want, then I even do it for free sometimes – to
make a real show piece. A very large proportion of my tribal tattoo customers are
foreigners. If you look at my followers on Facebook, 98% are not Japanese. 

Tell us about your travelling and how this has influenced your work. 
Ah, many of my trips have been inspired by conversations with you! I've been to
lots of the places that you've been to, like Mentawai in Indonesia, Nagaland and
Orissa in India, and Papua New Guinea of course... Normally I don't just copy
those tattoos, but I get ideas from their placement too. There is a reason why tribal
people put their tattoos in certain positions on the body – a purpose to it – and I
like that. Symmetry is really important in my work.
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Isn't it fascinating how people have always had that same sense of beauty, even
thousands of years ago?
Oh, in ancient times, I mean tens of thousands of years ago, symmetry was not that
important. If you look at the cave paintings of Lascaux or Altamira, people just drew
in random positions. Composition and symmetry came later, for religious and
ceremonial purposes – in temple decorations, for instance. Belief systems were put
into patterns. That's how the connection to their spirits and gods was shown. I believe
that men and women originally used to have the same tattoos, but as society changed
the tattoos changed too. And now in some places it's only the women who have
tattoos, and in other groups it's only the men. It depends on how the culture has
developed...

Do you see your tattoos as pure decoration, or do you put actual meaning into
them?
That depends. If I do something traditional, I find out about the meaning and I also
explain it to the customer – because these tattoos need to be worn as a traditional
tattoos. For me personally, tattooing and getting tattooed is magic, but it doesn't have
to be like that for the client. I would not push this feeling on to someone. Everybody is
different.  

But a lot of your work seems purely decorative in its simplicity... 
I am still finding my way, the direction in which I want to go. When I draw, I work
instinctively. As a rule, I want to keep it simple. Recognisability from a distance is
important. You should be able to see what's going on, to get the maximum visual
impact. Stand in front of a mirror, five metres away, and it has to look good.  
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Recently you have become interested in
prehistoric Japanese tattoo designs. Tell us
more! 
To be honest, the interest didn't come from my side
initially. It was just that I was asked so many times
why I didn't do ancient Japanese designs. Nobody
else does them and, as a Japanese person, I feel it's
become my duty now. In the Jomon period, which
lasted for thousands of years and finished around
300 BC, clay statues were made that were
decorated with very simple patterns – dots, lines,
swirls. I hope some of the younger artists in Japan
will look into this too, and make something better
than me!

Revivals are often kickstarted by foreigners... In
Borneo and Tahiti, it was all the attention from
outside that made native people aware of the
value of their tattoo cultures. And it was Lars
Krutak's 'Tattoo Hunter' television series in the
US that first awakened an interest in Philippino
tattooing.
Yes, that's often the way. In tribal societies, young
people embrace new cultures that come from the
outside. And if that outside influence happens to
be an appreciation of native tattoos, then it can
start a revival!
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But don't the original historic designs get changed too much
through outside involvement? Like in Borneo, where Leo
Zulueta's style shapes today's Pantang Iban? Or the influence
that Filip Leu's tattoos have had on traditional Japanese?
It doesn't matter: Cultures change, and designs change with them.
It's the normal way of cultural development. Most Asian art
actually derives from Chinese art. This is obvious to see in
Japanese painting, but it's also true of Philippino headhunters'
tattoos, which can be traced back to the patterns you see in
Chinese clothing... 
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...and the tattoos in Borneo that are based on Chinese dragons, simplified so that
they could be tattooed by hand. Another great example is the apparently
traditional fabrics worn by the Masai people in Tanzania which are actually
Scottish tartans, because the Masai were trading them with the British during
colonial times! 
Yes, tradition is not fixed. It's fluid.

And what about future travel plans? Where will you go next? 
I want to go to Europe, to work there, and study tribal cultures – in the northern areas,
the most remote corners, where the traditions are preserved the best. Traditions often
disappear in the places closest to their roots, but when people migrate they take their
ancient arts with them and sometimes change doesn't catch up so quickly. That's why
some of the finest examples of Celtic artefacts are to be found in Scandinavia and the
British Isles. And you can see that the early designs were really simple in central
Europe, then developed into something really complex later on in Ireland.

It's all so interesting. Do you see any parallels in the
way that modern tattoo designs are changing and
developing?
Oh yes. Just look at what's happened to ornamental tattoos
in general. They used to be quite simple. Alex Binnie and
Curly did some bold ornamentation, and Xed LeHead's
earlier work had strong visual impact too. But as more and
more artists joined the movement, and the ornamental
style became increasingly popular in the mainstream, the
work became more delicate and complicated. It's all dots
and mandalas now. It hardly has any power from a
distance any more. Maybe this trend is coming to an end,
maybe it's reached the end of its life and will disappear
from the public eye soon.

Is this why you tend to deconstruct your tattoos to their
basic elements – large, bold and simple?
Yes, it's one of the reasons. The other is that I am getting
older and those little patterns and dots are so hard for me
to see now! [laughs]

Taku Oshima 
Apocaript Tattoo, Tokyo 
www.apocaript.com
www.facebook.com/taku.oshima.7





MILAN
TATToo CoNveNTIoN

The same thing happens every year at the
Milan convention. By the Saturday afternoon
there's no room to move! In the main hall,
hordes of visitors choke the aisles and
everyone pushes forward to get a good look
at what the tattooists are doing. The crowds
at this event can be maddening and if you're
thinking of going next year, you might like
to keep this in mind. The late afternoons are
the worst. The place gets chock-a-block, and
my tip is to take a well-earned break during
this peak time. In fact the extreme
congestion means that some artists simply
don't feel like tattooing under these
conditions. This circus is not for everyone,
and we have to accept that fact.

So, interestingly, it's not the superstars of the
1990s and early 2000s who gather in Milan.
Giants like Filip Leu, Tin-Tin, Boris,
Henning Jørgensen, Mick of Zurich or Paul
Booth used to be regulars here, but those
heroes have become a bit reluctant to join
the fracas nowadays, perhaps feeling that
less intense conditions are more conducive
to their brand of creativity. But this does not
mean that Milan is more boring nowadays!

Far from it! There are many surprises to be
discovered in this maze of rooms, stairs and
corridors, and every once in a while one
discovers a real sensation.

Samuel from Slovakia for example. He’s
doing an almost uncomfortably realistic
colour tattoo of something 'fleshy'. Then
around the corner a whole row of Koreans
are pumping out the ink Japanese style. One
booth further over, a Peruvian-born Italian
does Samoan tatau, and a Berlin resident
called Neon Judas is executing dark black-
and-grey stuff right next to the fairy-like
watercolour ink of Russian Sasha Unisex.
Sasha is one of the new internet icons who
are followed across cyberspace by legions of
fans. A similar phenomenon is the
diminutive Malaysian-Chinese Kinki
Ryusaki, who is getting tattooed by Jee
Sayalero in a position on her body that
necessitates taking off pretty much
everything she is wearing...

Greek artists Kostas Baronis and Alex Gotza
who were themselves, just a few years ago,
competing with each other for the coveted

The Milan Convention is twenty years old this year! That’s quite an
achievement, and the organisers celebrated the occasion in style with
their biggest gathering ever. The ATA Hotel Quark again played host to
hundreds of tattooists and thousands of visitors in its cavernous halls,
and it certainly was a meeting worthy of such a special anniversary.
Milan surely has to be one of the most important tattoo conventions on
the planet. 

3.

1.

2.

3.
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1. the impressive queue at the ata quark hotel

2. by ad pancho, rock ‘n’ roll tattoo (poland)

3. by sebastian junior, junior ink (poland)

4. by samuel poduszek, 

delirium tattoo club (slovakia)

5. by alessandro pellegrini (italy)

6. by erik adamik, nadelwerk (austria)

7. by michele turco, da cosa nasce cosa (italy)

8. by benjamin laukis, the black mark (australia)

9. by benjamin laukis, the black mark (australia)

4. 5.

6. 7.

8. 9.
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12.
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trophies at this convention are now part of the awards jury. Who is going to win? Will it be Teresa
Sharpe, who won US TV show Best Ink and also Best of Friday at this year‘s Milan convention?
Or will it be Russian artist Valentina Ryabova, who basically came out of nowhere, stunning
everybody with her hyper-realistic work? Or Italian Gianluigi Deliperi with his strong linework
and immaculate placement? Marco Wallace with his Marquesan black panels? Or Marco Manzo,
whose laced corset tattoos were recently featured in a BMW marketing campaign?

It's amazing to see how mainstream commerce continues to invade the scene. Tattooing has itself
become a multimillion dollar industry now, and it’s become important to present the right
corporate image at global events like this. Tattooists work in booths that are covered in sponsor
banners, screaming out which machines, inks, needles, aftercare products, liquor or energy drink
they allegedly prefer to use. It’s not uncommon for them to have their own clothing ranges,
footwear editions, record labels and even night clubs. Seminars and tutorial DVDs are on offer and
even private lessons for fledgling newcomers can be had, for a price. The Milan convention is, of
course, not alone in this trend; as a matter of fact, other events are just as commercially orientated,
and it seems that we will be heading in this direction for a while... until another trend grabs hold of
the commercial world’s attention and tattooing can maybe return to its roots again. 

Anyway, enough of that. Suffice to say, Milan oozes trendiness like few other tattoo events, and
it’s an incredibly thrilling and energy-filled place to be. No sir, boring it certainly isn‘t, even after
twenty years!

10. by cheong-ho (korea)

11. lettering by king norm 

12. by brent mccown, tattoo tatau (austria)

13. by marco manzo, tribal tattoo (italy)

14. by teresa sharpe, studio 13 (usa)

15. joe capobianco working away

16. acrobatic entertainment

17. by mirel, mannheim ink (germany)

18. ‘in your face milano’ (artist unknown)

19. by orge, sake tattoo (greece)

14.

15.

19.

16. 17.

18..
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24.
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20. by adam van dame, delirium tattoo club

(slovakia)

21. by maks kornev (russia)

22. by michele agostini, tribal tattoo (italy)

23. by horikuni (korea) 

24. by ching, east tattoo (taiwan)

25. by dave paulo (portugal)

26. by horichiro (korea)

27. by valentina ryabova tatboo (russia)

28. japanese representatives
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In an epic journey through the former battlefields of
Cambodia, meeting shamans, monks, and minesweeping
teams, Travellin' Mick explores this beautiful country's
tradition of magical tattooing – and tries, in vain, to find a
definitive answer to the question of whether tattoos can
actually provide protection against landmines!

Sak Yon, traditional Cambodian religious tattooing, was mentioned in literature for the first

time in late nineteenth century French colonial documents. But tattooing probably existed

in Cambodia in Angkor times (circa 900 to 1400 AD) and perhaps earlier, when southeast

Asia was a chaos of tribal kingsdoms, constantly at war with each other. Angkor was

conquered by Thai forces in the 15th century, and from that time on many of the

traditions of those two great nations virtually merged into one. One often hears that

tattooing in Thailand derives from Cambodian traditions, but this is simply because so

much sacred Thai tattooing is done in the ancient Cambodian (Khmer) script known as

Khom. It's simply not known when monks originally started using Khom, so it's impossible

to tell which tattooing tradition is the older. Cambodian traditional tattoos also often use

Hindu imagery, which is not surprising given the prominent role the religion has played in

the history of the country. Many of the most well-known Angkor kings were in fact Hindu,

and they promoted its iconography in the beautiful stonework of temples such as Angkor

Wat, the famous and much-visited Cambodian tourist destination.
Tattooed monk Wat Po temple, Siem Reap

Temple, Siem Reap Kbach decorations at 

Banteay Srey temple

Text: Travellin' Mick • Photos: Travellin' Mick
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Today, tattoo masters, both monks and laymen, are called Adjar and

trace their art right back to the wandering hermits who roamed

through the forests and visited villages to perform magical

tattooing. Over the last few years, however, it has become

increasingly difficult to find anything looking remotely like the

original Sak, except on a few elderly monks.

It is important to distinguish between white and black magic

tattoos. Whereas monks in monasteries only have the power to

bestow good via the Sak, tattooing all kinds of spells to protect

from harm and misfortune, nobody can prevent an ordinary

person (who would often be dressed in white) tattooing darker

images or malicious spells. Also, monks exclusively work on the

upper parts of the body, whereas others of course don't observe

this boundary.  And during a visit to Phnom Penh in 2002,  Adjar

Khompol, a tattooing shaman, showed me (on his own body and

also on the skin of his apprentice Mr Chit) plenty of designs no

monk would have approved of – designs of a distinctly sexual

nature, intended to enhance performance as well as attract the

opposite sex. Khompol, who was born in what is now Vietnam,

learned his craft from an old master in Phnom Popeal and still

tattoos with a sharpened bicycle spoke, while his student is slowly

starting to explore the advantages of a self-built rotary machine!

Cambodia's tragic history means that virtually no knowledge of

Magic sexual 
tattoos 

(non religious) 
are always on 

the lower body

Shaman in Phnom Penh Adjar Khompol tattoos
with self-made tattoo

machine 

The elephant (trunk!) is

reputed to enhance

male libido

Hand-made tattoo machine

Adjar Khompol from Udong in front of his hut Adjar Khompol’s bicycle spoke tattoo needle
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the Sak Yon has been preserved. The fundamentalist communism of

the Khmer Rouge regime (1975-1979) basically wiped out all

ancient traditions of the country. Millions of people were

executed, or they simply starved to death, and it was often the

keepers of the old wisdom – the monks – who were targeted by

former dictator Pol Pot's henchmen. (It was only after Vietnamese

troops invaded the country and drove the Khmer Rouge into

hiding that the Adjar who survived enjoyed a brief period of brisk

business.) Cambodia endured almost twenty years of civil war, its

population suffering ceaselessly. Landmines hidden in forests and

fields – more so than in any other country in the world – meant

that people were being maimed and dying by the scores every day.

Any kind of protection was welcomed, and many soldiers and

civilians chose the magic of Sak to for this purpose.

Cambodia's sad history means that, today, you don't find many

men over the age of fifty. But I was fortunate to meet a few, and in

my conversations with them we often got chatting about Sak. They

told me tattoos were done for protection in battle, and also to

ensure a quick death in the event of a lethal injury. Commanders

allegedly had tattoos on their jaws to enable them to give

powerful and effective orders.

Angkor Wat

Angkor Wat 
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Mr Chit, apprentice to Adjar Khompol showing how to tattoo 

with the sharpened spoke of an umbrella!  



But what interested me most were those

stories that Sak could actually confer

protection against being injured or killed

by the ubiquitous landmines. Surprisingly, it

proved incredibly difficult to find out much

about this. Peace finally arrived in

Cambodia in the 1990s and the pursuit of

wealth and happiness seems, perhaps

understandably, to have eclipsed any

interest in these legends – or

'superstitions', as most people now call

them. It's a topic weighed down by taboos.

Talking about the old traditions just

reminds people of past suffering.

Monk from temple at Siem Reap 

Minesweeper, with tattoos from the 1980s

civil war 

Tattooed landmine victim 

(Photo from Cambodian Landmine Museum) 

Lifesaving education at the

Landmine Museum near Siem Reap

Landmine search in Cambodia 
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At the Cambodian Landmine Museum, a private institution put together by a local de-miner

called Aki Ra (quite a celebrity in post-war Cambodia), I had hoped I might find some

information about the tradition of anti-mine tattoos. However, despite lengthy conversations

with the staff, I didn't get very far. Oeurn Yon, the deputy manager, has several Sak, but

although these were obtained during the times of the civil war, he tells me they have nothing

to do with landmines. 

It was obvious. I had to go to the actual areas where de-mining is still taking place (yes, even

now, decades after the war has ended) in order to pursue my quest.

One of the most heavily mined places on earth is the district of Pailin, not far from the

border with Thailand. Pol Pot and his troops hid out there for decades, and the landmines

remaining from the civil war have left hundreds of locals and their children maimed or killed.

Mr Chit, apprentice to Adjar Khompol Mines and weaponry, discovered and decommissioned

Tattooed monk, Wat Po

temple, Siem Rea

Adjar Khompol’s 
bicycle spoke 
tattoo needle 

Lifesaving education 

at the Landmine Museum near Siem Reap  

Minesweeper Oeurn Yon

Oeurn Yon with traditional Sak, from the 1980s
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Charities and non-governmental organisations have set up camps and de-mining teams, often

constituted of former combatants since these are the people who have the best local

knowledge about the mechanisms of landmines and where they might have been buried.

But even here, I draw a blank. An officer supervising several of the de-mining teams claims

never to have heard of anti-landmine tattoos and was adamant that they wouldn't work

anyway... This is a common viewpoint, and when I reflect on it I realise it's completely

understandable. It would run contrary to all the educational efforts of the charities and

NGOs if local Khmer people should even think about the possibility of magical tattoos

protecting them against those lethal mines. If a farmer was told by an Adjar that his tattoos

would help to keep him from harm, this 'superstition', as they see it, could easily claim a limb,

or even a life. 

Early artificial limb

Early artificial limb

Cambodian Sak Yon, with Khom writing, on

Adjar Khompol Sak Yon

Landmine search in Cambodia
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Creating atmosphere within a tattoo is probably one of the
most difficult things to achieve. With so much technically
amazing work being produced, what is the magic element

that makes a particular piece stand out from the crowd? Perhaps
it's the artist's ability to put a little of their soul into the tattoos
they create. One artist who certainly does that is Nicki Kelis. 

Nicki's early life certainly wasn't a bed of roses. “I grew up pretty much on my own,
travelling around a lot, trying to find a place to settle down. It wasn't what you
would ever wish for, but it was an experience I learnt from, and it's part of me.”
Like all kids, Nicki liked to draw but not for one moment did he think his future
would be in art. “When I was a teenager I was more into skateboarding and
surfing. I had to start working at the age 13, and then I got into making music. I
think that has been my main influence. It was the beginning of my journey into
art.” A two year screenprinting apprenticeship gave him the impetus to begin
producing his own work.

Interview James Sandercock • Pictures Nicki Kelis
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Nicki has always been a tattoo fan.
“When I was a kid, I remember a man
who had tattoos on his hand. I thought
Damn those look badass! I’m going to
have my own one day.” He tried to hand
poke himself at the tender age of
thirteen, but it wasn't until a few years
later that he walked into a shop to get
his first professional piece of work done.
A sleeve followed, then his stomach and
his legs. He was hooked. He became
curious about the process and wondered
how it might feel to ink his own skin. “A
friend of mine was tattooing at home
with a home-made machine he had built
and he let me try it on myself… Next day
my friends saw what I'd done and they
all started asking me for scripts (which
was all I could do at that time). After
doing a dozen or so tattoos, I bought my
first professional machine. I’m a
perfectionist, so I started to draw, and
naturally wanted to get better, but I truly
never thought I'd started a career at this
point.”



“I did try to get a tattooing
apprenticeship but since I still couldn't
really draw people thought I was a joke. I
was a scratcher with no art skills,
working from home, asking for tips on
how to do it. I had no clue that tattooing
was more than just injecting ink under
the skin. Slowly I put a few pictures
together, enough to get hired at a street
shop. I was working ten to fifteen hours a
day, seven days a week, and it was pretty
intense.” Whilst most people start with
art then get into tattooing, Nicki did it
the other way round. “It was only when I
started making tattoos that I picked up a
pencil and started to practice drawing
seriously. 
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His tattooing developed from there. “I constantly challenged myself. I wanted to
prove to others that I could do it. After a couple of years I found I was able to
reproduce pictures so I specialised in black and grey realism.” Nicki has worked in
many other artistic media too – acrylics, oil painting, even wood carving – and his
career in illustration took off in 2011 when he did a piece of artwork for a friend’s
band. “I really enjoyed doing it,” he tells me, “and it got a great response.” Although
Nicki is currently focusing on his work as an illustrator, stopping tattooing is not an
option. As with everything in life, it's just a matter of striking the right balance. ”If I
wasn't tattooing, I would miss the connection with people, that interaction.
Stylistically, my tattoos and my illustrations are very different, but I want people to
feel that they have been created by the same artist. One is not an extension of the
other.”

Nicki’s tattooing style has changed and evolved as he has learnt and applied new
techniques. “Sometimes,” he confesses, “I think so much about what I’m doing it
starts a battle in my head. I feel frustrated and uninspired, and I begin to wonder if I
have a style at all because I try a bit of everything – but that's only so that I can learn
more. Customers get confused though. They see all the variations in my work and
don't know what to ask me to tattoo on them!”
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Nowadays, it seems that having a
signature style is more important than
ever, if you want to get noticed. “A few
tattooers have advised me to take my
work in one direction and stick to it.
When I see all the incredibly talented
artists who have joined the industry
recently – artists who have a specialism
and within a couple of years are killing it
– it seems like everyone's got to take it
up a level in order to stay part of it.
Concentrating on one style is a way of
doing that, but I usually let other people
describe my work and decide whether or
not to give it a name. I guess what I do is
a mix of realism, neo-traditional and dot
work. It’s dark and esoteric, with an
occasional touch of colour.”

With so much creative output, I was curious to know what Nicki does to avoid burn-
out. “I still play music,” he enthuses. “My previous band kind of split up slowly over
time because we were all living in different places and everyone got busy working on
multiple projects. So I've been writing material on my own. Once it's ready I'll focus on
that for a while. I have so many things going on in my head. It's hard to find the time
to do everything I want!” Some people never stop...

www.nickikelis.com
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GALLERY

max pniewski, southmead tattoo

xavier joubert, derma ink

alex caligari, black ink studio
(romania)

dan stone, electric buddha

sikes mulligan-ward, 
body images
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laura charlton, ten thirteen tattoo
alexandra wilkey, 
love hate social club

anrijs straume, bold as brass alexandra wilkey, love hate social club

george crew, 
studio 52
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mark ford, evil from the needle leigh oldcorn, cosmic tattoo

ben verhoek, simms ink (usa)

matt stebly, matts tattoo (usa)



abz mills, believer tattoo

timothy childs, 
southsea tattoo co

tom ‘wookie’ devine, 
black heart tattoo

dimitris grapsias (corfu)

sandy, heaven of colours
(germany)
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filip pasieka, tlc tattoo

gari henderson, northside tattooz

tom petucco, evil from the needle valerie vargas, modern classic tattoo



jay sabella, eagles dare tattoogary helyar, 
helyar tattoo

sam reilly, the inkwell
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abigail rose, skins and needles

dan banas, bananas tattoo



mike boyd, the circle

jim lynch, tooth and claw piotr cwiek, 
southmead tattoo

zele, zagreb tattoo (croatia)
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leasha jacques, tattoos at 58



jeff ortega, evil from the needle stewart robson, modern classic tattoo
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peter hale, evil from the needle ozzy, dave ayres skin deep



deno, seven doors tattoo

amber elliott, tattoo sanctuary

stewart robson, modern classic tattoo
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jerry pipkins, IV horsemen tattoo parlour (usa)
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max mccartney, the inkwell

szilard, everest tattoo (hungary)

jamie winn, rock knife (usa) craig holmes, iron horse ethan jones, nala tattoos
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greg kun, blackheart tattoo

nancy mietzii, heaven of colours (germany)

benjamin dawson goks, ink lounge



jo riley, club tattoo (usa)

ettore bechis, absolution tattoo (italy)
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george scharfenberg, 
trident tattoos

dan robson, arthur t’s

ashley newton, between the lines

dek, electric kicks



radu rusu, atelia four studio

danielle kelly, tooth and claw

aron cowles, a fine tattoo establishment
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fabio moro, moro tattoo
(italy)

crystal alexandria, liquid amber (usa)
josh peacock, 
legacy ink

paul terry, 
skin kandi
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temple max, garth’s tattoo lee wagner, lucky 777 tattoo

lee wagner, lucky 777 tattoo

steve potton, steve’s tattoo

nicole muniz (usa)



evaldas gulbinas, turpentine tattoo
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craig holmes, iron horse nick ‘fhez’ ferris, ruby lou’s
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alex williamson, apostle tattoo

dan jd robson, couleys studiolara scotton, daredevil tattoo (usa)
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greg, mr greg tattoo studio

gavin clarke, obsession tattoo

chris sutton, flaming art tattoomatt curzon, valley custom tattoo (usa)

josh taylor, adorn body art gallery
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olly streeter, modern classic tattoo chris sutton, flaming art tattoo

christos serafeim, angelic hell
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CARIAD INK
TATTOO CONVENTION
Llandudno is a genteel seaside town nestled at the foot of the Great
Orm on the North Wales coast. It's a lovely picturesque place where
families come to enjoy the beach and pensioners stroll along the
promenade. It's not really the kind of place you'd expect to find a tattoo
convention... but it's the home of Cariad Ink.

1. by sascia marquez, inkvasion

2. by joe phillips, 

joe's custom tattoos

3. by william jones, nebula tattoos

4. by william jones, nebula tattoos

5. go big or go home! 

(artist unknown)

6. by ant ross, redskin tattoo

7. cariad ink backdrop

8. by aaron evans, monster ink

6.

7.

8.
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Cariad Ink has grown into what I'd say is
now the perfect size. It's one of those smaller
shows where you get the chance to have a
really good look at everything and plenty of
time to chat. It has an intimacy that you don't
always find at bigger conventions. It's the
kind of event where you come across artists
you might otherwise have overlooked, and I
like that.

One such artist is William Jones of Nebular
Ink, who created a beautiful Alphonse
Mucha style piece as well as some very
smooth black and grey work (and won Best
Under-the-Sea Themed Tattoo). I was also
very impressed with the work of Joe Phillips
of Joe's Custom Tattoo Studio, who was
creating some very brightly coloured
designs, fusing space scenes with realistic
black and grey creatures to very good effect.
He won Best Small Colour, and I can see this
guy going a long way with his unique style.
You saw him here first folks!

An artist I've been following for a while is
Sascia Angel Marques from Inkvasion. Her
work has gone up several levels recently and,
quite rightly, she won Best Large Colour
with a stunning Atlas-themed half sleeve
(and fair play to her customer for sitting
there pretty much the entire two days!) Ant
Ross from Redskin Tattoos has also been
steadily making a name for himself. I
remember seeing some of his drawings when
he was nowt but a young and impressionable
apprentice. His take on new school / neo trad
is well worth seeking out and his roses are a

joy to behold. Other artists who deserve a
mention include Luke Sayer of Samsara
Tattoo Studio (Best Small Black and Grey),
Duane Robinson of Illumin-Eye (Best Large
Black and Grey) and James Davis of Vintage
Tattoo Studio who won Best in Show.

For a small convention, the artist line-up was
rather impressive. Sitting on the judging
panel was a real treat, and mulling things
over with the other judges was great fun. But
boy, did we have a hard time deciding on
what was best out of all the incredibly good
ink that was paraded before us.

As well as the artists and vendors, there was
a small stage for live music. Sadly, some of
the bands booked were... shall we say... a
little loud for this intimate event, but the
organisers took the bold step of having
acoustic music only and this paid off
handsomely, giving a nice ambience to the
proceedings.

So what makes Cariad Ink so special? For
me, it's the compactness. By the time you go
home, you feel you know each and every
artist personally, and a good few of the
visitors too. And of course none of it could
happen without all hard work and constant
attention to detail from Daisy and her team
of volunteers. It was Daisy who first sowed
the seeds of Cariad Ink, and she's nurtured it
and grown it into the fine specimen of a
convention that we see today. This event has
put down its roots and by all accounts it's
here to stay.
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9.

10.

11.

12. 13. 14.

9. by dean huges, timeless tattoo

10. by beau, blue cardinal

11. craig measures happy in his work

12. by oddboy, real art

13. by peter nelson, lord nelson tattoos

14. joe phillips, joe's custom tattoos
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1. Where do you buy your copy of Total Tattoo?

W.H.Smith c

Independent Newsagent c

Asda c

Sainsbury c

Tesco c

Subscription c

Digital c

Other (Please specify)

2. Do you ever have problems finding Total 

Tattoo in your area? If so give us your postcode

3. How many times a year do you usually buy 

Total Tattoo?

1-3 c

4-6 c

7-11 c

Every issue c

4. Do you buy any other tattoo magazines?

Yes     c No c

If Yes, please state which one(s).

5. Apart from tattoo magazines, what other 

types of magazine do you buy?

6. Overall, how do you rate Total Tattoo? 

(1=poor 10=Good)

1   c   

2   c

3   c

4   c

5   c

6   c

7   c

8   c

9   c

10 c

7. How do you rate these regular features on a 

scale of 1 to 10? (1=Poor 10=Good)

c Cover

c Editor's View

c News pages

c Book reviews

c Reports from tattoo conventions in the UK

c Reports from international tattoo conventions

c Tattooist interviews

c Interviews with other artists 

(painters, illustrators, graffiti artists, pinstripers, etc)

c Interviews with bands and musicians

c Articles on the history of tattooing

c Articles on tribal tattoo cultures

c Gallery

c In Focus (mini-features on studios)

c Portfolio (mini-feature on artists)

c Private View (visual art by tattooists)

c Backpiece (our back page opinion piece)

c Mugshot (light hearted, quick fire tattooist interview)

c Convention Calendar 

8. Is there anything you would change about the 

magazine? (Please tell us)

9. Who or what would YOU like to see featured in 

Total Tattoo? (All suggestions welcome!)

10. Have you ever responded to an advert in 

Total Tattoo?

Yes     c No c

If yes, what was it for?

c Tattoo studio c Tattoo supplies

c Jewellery or clothing c Other

11. Apart from you, how many other people read 

or look at your copy of Total Tattoo?

We really value our readers' opinions here at Total Tattoo. To help us give you more of what you

want in the UK’s best tattoo magazine we need to know what you like and what you dislike. 

And five lucky readers could win a year’s subscription and a goodie bag to die for!

Return your completed questionnaire to us (a photocopy is fine) or do it online at

www.totaltattoo.co.uk by June 5th 2015. 

Reader Survey
W
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ear’s Subscription 

and a G
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ag!



12. Have you ever looked at a ‘Linky’?

(Our QR codes linking you to hand-picked 

tattoo-related items on the internet)

c Never

c A few times

c Lots of times

ABOUT YOU
Are you c  Male             c  Female

13. If you work, what is your main occupation?

c Tattooist

c Piercer

c Other tattoo/piercing industry job

c Manual/factory/unskilled/skilled/trade

c Office/retail/admin

c Management/business/professional

c Other (please state)

14. If you do not work are you

c Housewife/househusband/houseperson

c Student

c Unemployed

c Retired

c Other (please specify if you wish)

15. What age are you?

c Under 18

c 18-30

c 31-50

c 51-70

c Over 70

16. How much do you earn per year (before tax)

c Under £10,000

c £10,000 - £20,000

c £21,000 - £40,000

c Over £40,000

17. Do you have a credit card?

Yes     c No c

18. Do you shop much on the high street?

Yes     c No c

ABOUT YOUR TATTOOS
19. Do you have tattoos?

Yes     c No c

If yes please give a brief description of them and

the amount of coverage you have.

20. Approximately how much have you spent on 

tattoos in the last two years ?

21. Do you go to tattoo conventions?

Yes     c No c

22. If so, how many have you been to in the 

last 12 months?

23. What’s your favourite convention and why?

24. How would improve Total Tattoo Magazine?

Is there anything else you would like to say?

Thank you very much for taking part in our survey! 

The closing date is 5th June 2015

Please send your completed form to:

Total Tattoo Magazine

111 Furze Road, Norwich, NR7 0AU

Name

Address

Postcode

Tel:

Email:

Total Tattoo may wish to contact you in future about products or offers of ours which might be of interest to you. If you do not wish to be contacted please tick box c
We will not passs your details to any other companies or organisations.
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Showcasing the art and tattoos of some of the best tattooists working today.
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to:
Portfolio, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU, UKPORTFOLIO

NAKOTA
GARZA
OUTER LIMITS
TATTOO
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DEAN SAMWELL
WORLD OF TATTOOS
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RYAN EVANS
NEW WAVE TATTOO
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This year, for the first time, Zwickau became
a three-day convention. The addition of the
Friday meant there was more time to hang
out, chat, party... and of course get an
appointment with one of those amazing
artists. Speaking on the Sunday evening,
Janine summed up how it had all gone.
“We're very happy, because our guests are
happy. We've stretched ourselves to the limit,
but blood, sweat and a hell of a lot of work
made it all happen in the end. We will only
notice the pain when it's all over! And the
extra day was very well received, especially
by our Australian, Kiwi and American
friends who come to Zwickau just for the
convention and can be spending anything up
to four days on a plane.”

Just a few days before the convention,
Australian artist Benjamin Laukis had
announced on the event's Facebook page that
he had a last-minute cancellation. The
opportunity was snapped up by organiser
Randy Engelhard himself, who spent a
couple of hours lying on a tattoo couch
beneath a huge chandelier in the centre of
the convention's ornate hall, surrounded by
many other great talents of the international
colour realism scene. Some of the artists
working at Zwickau are currently only
familiar to those in-the-know, the insiders of
the trade, but most will surely be making an
international name for themselves before
very long.

Artists to be found at the convention
included Steve Butcher from New Zealand,
Alex Rattray out of Edinburgh, Stefano
Alcantara from New York, Carl Grace who
works in Vegas, and German Ralf
Nonnweiler of No Arts Tattoo who was
working right next to his Italian mentor Alex
de Pase. Ralf started out as a hyper-realistic
portrait painter and the finely detailed
original works he placed on his table could
easily be mistaken for photographs by the
casual passer-by.

Previously somewhat neglected on the
German scene, realistic tattooing has now
gained greater recognition through the
influence of artists such as Randy Engelhard,
Miss Nico and of course Andy Engel (who
was here as a guest of honour). And there
were plenty of newcomers here to illustrate
that point. Jessi Manchester (Hamburg), Tibi
Bene Bader (Landsberg), Christian Hasse
(Roqqstar Tattoo) Mitch und Nancy (Heaven
of Colours) and many others have now
joined Florian Karg (Vicious Circle) and
Moni Marino (Essen) in making their way to
prominence in the realism field. 

It was obvious that many of the visitors to
the Zwickau convention were collectors who
had come to the event with the specific
purpose of acquiring ink from some of the
best in the business. Always a good indicator
of the quality of a convention! Portraiture

The Zwickau Tattoo Expo has developed into one of the nicest
conventions in Europe. It's held in a small east German town, with a
beautiful historic centre, and although it's only a modestly-sized event
co-organisers Randy Engelhard (Heaven of Colours) and Janine van
Holloway manage to attract the most inspiring colour realism artists
from around the globe.

Text and Photos: Travellin' Mick  

1. by tacki, sauron tattoo (poland)

2. beautiful venue

3. by alex rattray, bizarre ink

1. 2.

3.

ZWICKAU
TATToo EXPo
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4. 5.

6.

7.

8.



and realism may have been the order of the
day, but fans of other styles had no reason
to be disappointed. There was hand-tapping
by Brent McCown from New Zealand
(Brent McCown), a selection of neo-
traditional artists from Poland and Austria,
and some cutting-edge contemporary
tattooing as well. Sandor Pongor from
Hungary, who often works at Boris's shop
in Vienna, wowed the crowds with his
graphic style, while new Polish sensation
AD Pancho enthralled everyone with his
luminous, light and extraordinarily creative
colour work. There were so many 'winning'
tattoos in the contests it seemed a shame
that each trophy could only be awarded to
one artist, and Lithuanian-born Remis
Cisauskas from Dublin was understandably
delighted to be named Best of Show.

Get all the info about the Zwickau Expo at 
www.tattooexpozwickau.de/?lang=en 
www.facebook.com/zwickautattooexpo

4. by christian hasse, roqqstar tattoo (germany)
5. by carl grace, las vegas (usa)
6. by pavel angel, tattoo angel (russia)
7. by joe, joe’s tattoo art (germany)
8. flo, vicious circle
9. by joe, joe’s tattoo art (germany)
10. suna, elegance and beauty
11. by karina cuba, omsk (russia)
12. by andré zechmann (austria)

9. 10.

11. 12.
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15.

16.

13. by marek, sauron tattoo (poland)

14. tattoos and artwork by ralf nonnweiler, 

no arts (germany)

15. by steve butcher, ship shape tattoo 

(new zealand)

16. alex rattray hard at work

17. by arbuz, rock ‘n’ roll tattoo (poland)

18. by domantas parvainis, 

totemas tattoo (lithuania)

19. by dmitrij samohin (ukraine)

20. by karina cuba (russia)

21. randy engelhard gets tattooed 

by benjamin laukis

22. by scribers (germany)

23. by miss mini, mm tattoo (germany)

13. 14.
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17. 18. 19.

20. 21.

22. 23.
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24. thank you from zwickau

25. by tibi, tempel (germany) 

26. by remis cisauskas (ireland)

27. by ad pancho, 

rock ‘n’ roll tattoo (poland)

28. by flo, vicious circle (germany)

29. by ralf nonnweiler, 

no arts (germany)

24. 25. 26.

27.

28. 29.
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South American-born Santa Perpetua recently joined the
crew at Black Sails in Brighton. Coming from a
background in fine art and graphics, she is one of those

artists who began their career outside tattooing then found that
skin provided the perfect medium for their particular brand of
creativity. Spending many years in Spain before coming to
England, hers is a story of constant personal discovery and
artistic passion.

Santa Perpetua was born in Montevideo, Uruguay. Her mother was a professional
tapestry artist. “We were poor, but though we lacked many things there was also a
sense in which we had so much more. You develop a strong concept of family and
friendship. I have no complaints about growing up in that kind of environment. It's
part of my life and it's made me into the person I am today. If I had the choice, I
would choose the same again.” 

When Santa was six, her mother decided they would move to Spain in search of a
better life. Although she had gained some artistic recognition in Uruguay, she felt
the economic situation there was suffocating her and she wanted to progress her
career. Like many artists, she also felt the need to travel, to “change the air” as
Santa describes it. “My great grandmother was from the Basque region, so my
mother always had a special feeling for the country,” she explains. “We spent six
years living in Madrid. In many ways it was good, but as an immigrant it was quite
tough. Eventually my mother felt she had fulfilled all she wanted to do there. Our
time in Spain had run its course.”

Text: James Sandercock • Pics: Santa Perpetua



So it was back to Montevideo. Santa went
to high school and university, but deep
down she missed Spain. “I have good
memories of my early childhood in
Uruguay, but it was during my time in
Spain, between the ages of six and
twelve, that I really developed as a
person. Although at first I felt very alone
– we might speak the same language, but
as societies we are completely different –
I made some great friends and had really
good times with them. It began to feel
like Spain was my country. I am very
proud of being South American and
Uruguayan, but Spain is where my heart
belongs. So I needed to go back there.”
In 2002 Santa settled in Barcelona, where
she lived and worked for twelve years.
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During Santa's childhood and
adolescence, her mother was a constant
source of creative inspiration. “She
introduced me to the first steps of
drawing and then she encouraged me to
polish my technique and find out about
myself as an artist,” Santa tells me. But
there were other artistic influences too.
“In my very early years I had contact
with some of the great artists of my
country – Jose Cuneo, Juan Manuel
Blanes, Nelson Romero – and their work
blew my little mind. And in Madrid, I had
the chance to visit all the wonderful
museums there and see the work of
Picasso, Salvador Dali, Goya (who is by
far my favourite!), Velasquez, El Greco,
Joaquín Sorolla and many others.” In fact

Santa describes herself as a fine art
geek. “I am a big fan of Expressionism,
and the art of the Middle Ages too. All
those artists have influenced me and fed
into my style of drawing.”

So did Santa's passion for tattooing
emerge from her love of fine art? The
simple answer is No. “Before I had my
first tattoo done, I hated them! All the
tattoos I'd seen up to that point just
looked messy to me, and I didn't like the
subject matter either.” So what changed
her mind? “I wanted to commemorate
something and I decided to design a
tattoo for myself. It was only small and
silly, but I looked for a skilled artist to do
it... and from that moment on I was
hooked. I realised that tattooing could be
an amazing way to express your thoughts
and feelings. The idea of the
permanence of them became a magical
obsession for me. My eyes suddenly
opened. And now I am completely
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submerged! In fact, I think a body
without tattoos looks incomplete.”

But becoming a tattoo artist was never
going to be easy. “I was very into the
idea of learning how to tattoo, but I was
studying, and also producing my own
skateboarding magazine, as well as
working full-time as a graphic designer
for an advertising company. All my
money and time was used up. In our
family, it was a struggle to make ends
meet. I had to work super hard to bring
in anything extra for my personal
projects. So many hours of work, and so
much effort for such ridiculously low
wages. Nobody gave me a thing. The
1990s in my country were especially
tough. All my plans, including becoming

a tattooist, had to be postponed just so
we could survive. Even the idea of
buying a tattoo machine was just a
dream.” But Santa held on to that dream,
and eventually the time arrived when she
was able to acquire her first machine
(which, incidentally, she tells me was
“shit”).
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Although mainly self-taught, Santa learnt a lot from her friend and mentor,
Eduardo Sasía of Evolución Tattoo in Montevideo. “He helped me a great deal, and
encouraged me to keep going when I doubted myself,” she recalls. She continued
to develop her skills, but there came a time when she realised that in order to
elevate herself to the next level she needed to join a studio and work with other
artists. She also felt the need for another “change of air”.

So when Ste Carne from Brothers In Ink in Middlesbrough invited her to work
there, she jumped at the chance. “It was a great experience. Thanks to Brothers In
Ink I really started developing my personal style. And coming to England was a
good challenge for me too. I liked the idea of improving my English language
skills and living in another culture.”

Santa now works at Black Sails Tattoo in
Brighton. “Getting to know Dan and Lisa
Arietti has been fantastic. They are talented
tattooists and great friends. They make me
feel at home every day and they support
me in pursuing my own style. They're
almost my English family,” she says with a
smile.
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So how would Santa describe her style?
“Well, I suppose I'm in the 'graphic tattoo'
category, at least that's the box people have
put me in. Sure, I do use lots of graphic
elements within my tattoos, but personally I
think it's my drawing that dominates my
pieces. My way of drawing is quite
expressionist, and this is reflected in my
tattoos. I love to base my work in black and
grey, just using colour if necessary. Even
when my clients specifically ask me for
colour in their tattoos, I use it only to inject
passion and expression. That's the feeling I
want to give: passion, energy, power and life.
My way of drawing comes very naturally; I
can’t help it. Whenever I've tried to do
something traditional, I've found it boring.
When I was first learning to tattoo,  I tried to
copy various styles and I wasn't comfortable
with any of them. I became very frustrated. I

felt like I wasn't a proper tattooist. At
one point I gave up. I just wasn't happy
– and I think if you're doing this, you
must be happy. You are working with
creativity. Accepting myself was the
start of everything. What else can I
do?”

“My creative process is not traditional
either,” Santa continues. “I like to make
my own interpretations of my
customers' ideas. I could just draw nice
shapes, but I like to create strong

bonds between my artwork and the
thoughts of my clients. I think I put a
big part of my imagination and soul
into every tattoo. I love doing large
pieces, but even something small can
be challenging, and deeply creative
and beautiful. During a session I might
use stencils made from a sketch, or
Sharpies straight onto the skin, or draw
freehand with the needle itself, or a
mixture of these, depending on the
design.” 
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Santa is part of a wider movement that is
bringing fine art into tattooing. Artists
who might previously have worked on
paper or canvas are adapting their
approach to suit pieces created on skin. I
wondered if Santa saw this switch to a
different medium as a limitation, a
challenge? “Yes,” she answers, “but I
accept the fact that limitations are part of
being a tattoo artist. Some of my
drawings are massive. You can do what
you want on paper! But tattooing is a
stricter discipline and you have to accept
that there are going to be different skin
types, a certain space within which to
work, and of course whatever it is the
person wants. But because I am in love
with the thing I am doing now, I accept
these limitations. I try to make what is so
important to my customer also important

to me. I love that code that we can generate
between us. I love that language we can speak, the
idea of making their thoughts a reality. If you are
painting with oils you also have limitations, and you
can rise to the challenge and beat them. It’s the
same with tattooing.” 

I asked Santa if she had any final words with which
to wrap up our interview. “If it's possible to express
my gratitude to a few people, then I would like to
thank my mother for all her knowledge, my partner
for his unconditional support, my true friends who
all add something good to my life, my customers
for trusting in my art, Evolución  Tattoo, Brothers In
Ink, Black Sails Tattoo... and of course this amazing
magazine for promoting my work!” Thank you,
Santa, for taking the time to talk with us. It's been a
real pleasure.

www.santaperpetuatattoo.com
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To find out who sells Total Tattoo in
your area, email your postcode to 
totaltattoo@totaltattoo.co.uk

Save money with a subscription! For
details, call our free subscriptions
hotline on 0800 917 8794 or visit
www.totaltattoo.co.uk
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IN FOCUS
In these pages we showcase a small selection of work from a group of artists working together.
This month Folklore Tattoo, 119 Lichfield St, Tamworth, Staffordshire B79 7QB
01827 768446 www.facebook.com/Folkloretattoosandpiercing
We would love to feature your work, please send examples to: 
In Focus, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, NR7 0AU, UK
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adam marie
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UK CONVENTIONS

March 28-29

The Scottish 
Tattoo Convention
The Edinburgh Corn Exchange

10 New Market Rd, Edinburgh

EH14 1RJ

www.scottishtattooconvention.net

March 28-29

Tattoo Kulture
Winter Gardens, Weston-Super-Mare, 

North Somerset

www.facebook.com/tattookulture

April 12

Ink n Iron
The Tower, Reservoir Road, 

Birmingham B16 9EE

www.inkandiron.co.uk

April 11-12

Tattoo Extravaganza
Portsmouth
The Pyramids Centre, Southsea sea front

Portsmouth PO5 3ST

www.tattooextravaganza.co.uk

April 11-12

Northlakes Tattoo Convention
The Shepherds Inn Carlisle

www.northlakes tattoo.com

Tel 01228545156 

May 8-10

Maiden City Ink
Everglades Hotel, Prehen Road Derry

Northern Ireland

maidencityink@aol.com

May 16-17

Liverpool Tattoo Convention
The Adelphi Hotel, Ranelagh Place, Liverpool,

Merseyside L3 5UL

www.liverpooltattooconvention.com

May 23-24

Northern Ireland 
Tattoo Convention
Ulter Hall, 34 Bedford St, Belfast, County

Antrim BT2 7FF

www.facebook.com/pages/NI-Tattoo-

Convention-2014/228873017124155

June 6-7

Leeds International 
Tattoo Expo
New Dock Hall - Royal Armouries Museum

Armouries Drive, Leeds LS10 1LT

www.leedstattooexpo.com

June 6-7

Northampton Tattoo
Convention
Saints Rugby Ground, Weedon Road,

Northampton, NN5 5BG

www.northamptoninternationaltattooconventi

on.com

Tel: 01604949958

June 13-14

Bristol Tattoo Convention
Brunels Old Station

The Passenger Shed, Station Approach, Bristol

BS1 6QH

www.bristoltattooconvention.com

June 14

Reading Tattoo Show,
Rivermead Leisure Complex. 

Richfeild Avenue, Reading, RG1 8ER

readingtattooshow@hotmail.co.uk

0118 9590700/01189598616 

www.readingtattooshow.co.uk

June 20-21

Croydon Tattoo Convention
Park Lanen, Croydon, Surrey CR9 1DG

www.croydontattooconvention.com

Tel 07507914885

June 20-21

York Tattoo Convention
York Racecourse, YO23 1EX

www.yorlinternationaltattooconvention.co.uk

July 31-Aug 2

2nd Titanic International
Tattoo Convention
1 Olympic Way, Queens Rd, Titanic Quarter,

BT3 9EP Belfast

www.facebook.com/titanic.tattooconventionbel

fast14

August 1-2

Bedford International 
Tattoo Convention
Bedford Corn Exchange, St Pauls Square,

Bedford MK40 1SL
Tel: 01234 930504

August 14-16

Tatcon Tattoo Convention
Norbreck Castle Hotel
Queen's Promenade, Blackpool, 
Lancashire FY2 9AA
www.tatconblackpool.co.uk

August 15-16

Norwich Body Arts Festival
Open, 20 Bank Plain, Norwich, Norfolk, NR2 4SF
www.norwichbodyartfestival.co.uk

September 13

Female Tattoo Show
The Assembly, Spencer Street, Leamington Spa
CV31 3NF

OVERSEAS CONVENTIONS

March 6-8

Modial du Tatouage
La Grande Halle De La Villette
211 Avenue Jean Jaurès
75019 PARIS

March 13-15

Tattoo Ink Explosion
Kaiser-Friedrich-Halle, Möchengladbach
www.tattooinkexplosion.com

June 6-7

Tattoofest
Kracow, Poland
www.tattoofest.pl/convention
www.facebook.com/TATTOOFEST

June 26-28

Midleton Tattoo Show
Midleton Rugby Club, Midleton, Co.Cork, Ireland
facebook.com/midletontattooshow.

September 12-13

Galway Tattoo Show
Radisson Hotel, Lough Atalia Road, Galway,
Ireland
www.facebook.com/galwaytattooshow

November 6-8

Brussels International 
Tattoo Convention
Tour & Taxis,  Avenue du Port 86, 1000 Brussels 

Belgium

www.brusselstattooconvention.be

CONVENTION CALENDAR

Tattoo convention listings on this page are free. Send your details to 
Convention Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR7 0AU, UK
or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.
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Chris Sutton of Flaming Art 

gives his personal view...

Backpiece is our unique opinion column.
Anyone can write one. Happy, sad, bitter or
twisted, we don’t mind! If you have
something you would like to get off your
chest, email editor@totaltattoo.co.uk or
write to Total Tattoo Magazine, 
111 Furze Road, Norwich, NR7 0AU

The natural instinct of the human race is to do everything

it can to survive and prosper, but people do seem to be

having a shit load of children recently. And once you've

given birth to those parasitic, resource-draining bundles of

joy, they are frustratingly attached to you, the parents, for

the foreseeable future – like some sort of Lego-chewing,

wallpaper-defacing leeches. In fact some of them are so firmly

attached, their parents feel it's necessary to bring them along

when they visit a tattoo studio, despite the sign on the door,

in three inch high red letters, which states rather clearly that

children are not allowed over the threshold.

All tattooists know and understand that there

are good reasons why we prefer children to

wreak their havoc elsewhere. Besides the fact

that there is nothing more irritating for a

concentrating artist than a child screaming,

asking stupid questions or smearing their

chocolate-laden fingers all over the antique

sofa, the simple fact is that the authorities do

not approve of minors being in such an

environment. Whilst there is no legislation (at

least with our local council) prohibiting

children from being in the reception area of a

tattoo studio, I believe it is good practice, and

simple common sense, to keep those little

anger-inducing stress-merchants as far away

from the tattooing environment as possible.

Tattoo studios are, by their very nature, places

where skin is broken and blood is present. Any

decent studio with half an ounce of conscience

will do everything in its power to ensure that

excellent standards of hygiene are in place and

procedures to prevent cross-contamination

are followed to the letter. There should be

minimal risk in the reception area of a shop,

but airborne pathogens will always be present,

and the immune systems of children may not

be equipped to handle such a threat. I don’t

know about you, but I only had to watch

fifteen minutes of The Walking Dead to know

that it is better to be safe than sorry with any

of that shit!

Now, understandably, there is a grey area when

it comes to the subject of piercing. However,

once again, all this requires is a little flexing of

the common sense muscles (that section of

the brain that seems to be getting smaller and

smaller in many people, as the world grows

more and more depressingly stupid...) 

For example, there is a pretty big ocean of

separation between bringing your sixteen year

old daughter into the studio for an ear piercing

and bringing your four year old son with you

and allowing him to press his snotty face all

over every polished surface in the reception

area for the next twenty minutes while you

discuss your ideas with us – a conversation

that could have taken half the time if you

hadn't had to fart out a command every thirty

seconds for the undisciplined child to

summarily ignore.

Let's just take a moment here to remember

that it isn't the children who are at fault in this

situation. It's the parents. The arrogant parents

who will not take any of this into

consideration, who will read and ignore signs,

and who will ultimately taint their visit to any

tattoo studio by not setting aside the time and

thought to doing things properly.

Would you take your child to a strip club? Or

a high stakes poker game? Or a nice relaxing

weekend spa retreat? No you wouldn’t! (Or if

you would then congratulations, you'd get on

well with my uncle who's probably in prison

now...) Most people understand that such

places are intended for adults only, in order to

maintain a certain level of sensibility in a

special kind of environment. Except the strip

club of course... that's adults-only so that

children can't come along and drop us fathers

in the shit with mummy later on!

Essentially, tattoo studios are an adult

environment. An environment where, despite

the relaxed atmosphere, serious and

potentially life-altering work goes on. Such a

place should be treated with the level of

respect that it deserves, and there is simply no

room for children in that equation.

So, to summarise, I apologise if it's an

inconvenience that you can't bring your child

into the studio with you, but it's for the good

of both their health and our business that you

don't. We all know that some people, even

after reading this article, will allow ignorance

to prevail and attempt to do it anyway. So,

whilst we thank the majority of you for your

understanding, we would like to remind

everyone else that there is a railing or lamp

post outside most studios that you can chain

your children to before coming in to see us.
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